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experiences become 
expectations



numbers



5,000,000,000
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cell penetration
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cell signal
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6,100,000,000,000
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85%
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2007
before the iPhone



2010
after the iPhone





Mobiles are everywhere



Desktops lag



Laptop uptake



aging into access



smartphones will dominate
just a matter of time



cost to manufacture
producer price index







gadgets



Rise of the Superphone
Beyond the smartphone



LG Optimus 2X



Samsung Galaxy SII



Motorola Atrix
it slices, it dices, it juliennes fries



Motorola Atrix
look carefully



Motorola Atrix
it’s a laptop, too



Motorola Atrix
biometric security



the shape of the future is flat
tablets, tablets everywhere
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iPad
there is no escaping it
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Samsung Galaxy Tab
First iPad competitor
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Motorola Xoom
Sweet Honeycomb



Blackberry Playbook
Slick, but predictable



Lenovo U1 Ideapad
best of both worlds?



HP PalmPad
can a tablet save WebOS?



Apps



System Specific



iOS



> 400,000 apps
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> 10,000,000,000 downloads
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Objective C

Xcode

SDK Available

iTunes App Store or bust

$99 to join, no limit to number of 
apps

If it costs, Apple gets 30%



http://developer.apple.com/library/ios/
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Android



> 200,000 apps



Java



Java

Host your own



Java

Host your own

SDK available



Java

Host your own

SDK available

$25 Market fee



http://developer.android.com/
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http://appinventor.googlelabs.com/about/
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Others





Web App



HTML 5
changes everything



App outsourcing











future tech



4G = WiMax & LTE



Flip scanning
Masatoshi Ishikawa

http://www.k2.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/members/ishikawa/ishikawa-e.html
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Plenoptic Lens
computers correcting physics



Plenoptic Lens
in your pocket



Translating the real world
google goggles



Translating the real world
google goggles



conclusion



it just isn’t evenly distributed.
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I’ve come up with a set of rules that describe our 
reactions to technologies:

Douglas Adams said...

1. Anything that is in the world when you’re born is 
normal and ordinary and is just a natural part of 
the way the world works.

2. Anything that’s invented between when you’re 
fifteen and thirty-five is new and exciting and 
revolutionary and you can probably get a career in 
it.

3. Anything invented after you’re thirty-five is against 
the natural order of things.



Adoption/Innovation Curve
where are you? where are your patrons?



If I’d asked them what they wanted...
...they’d have said a faster horse. - Henry Ford
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